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Abstract

Errors that occur in operating systems usually impact
all user applications and may render a computer unusable.
This is unfortunately the case even when the error only af-
fects an operating system component that is not crucial to
the functioning of most applications. CuriOS is a new op-
erating system that uses lightweight distribution, isolation
and persistence of state to transparently recover from er-
rors and continue running existing applications. Errors are
detected through techniques such as virtual memory protec-
tion, watchdog timers and checksums. Errors are fixed by
restarting OS components without any loss of state.

1 Introduction

Users of computer systems normally interact with appli-
cations; they do not directly interact with the underlying op-
erating systems. Unfortunately, existing operating systems
usually crash when they encounter errors caused by either
hardware or software faults, resulting in the failure of all
running applications. This behavior may be unacceptable;
especially when the error is not related to currently execut-
ing applications. For example, a fault that occurs in the net-
working stack should not impact a user editing a local file.
The fundamental issue impeding error correction and trans-
parent recovery of an operating system (OS) is the fact that
error diagnosis is extremely difficult. Fail-stop behavioris
therefore very common; for example, Windows blue screen
failures and UNIX panic failures.

In the absence of accurate error diagnosis, error confine-
ment can be used to limit damage. In monolithic operat-
ing systems, there is nothing preventing errors that occur
in an OS subsystem from propagating to other parts of the
OS or to applications. For example, buggy code can poten-
tially corrupt arbitrary memory. Some microkernel operat-
ing systems improve the isolation between OS components
and applications by using separate virtual memory protec-

tion domains for OS components similar to those used for
user applications. An error that causes a failure of an OS
component can be potentially fixed by restarting that com-
ponent in a manner similar to micro-rebooting [3]. This
is the approach taken by the Minix3 [8] microkernel OS,
where theReincarnation Servermonitors and restarts failed
OS components (also called servers).

Checkpointing and restoring individual OS component
state is yet another possible technique that can be used to
fix an error. However, ensuring a consistent system-wide
checkpoint incurs overheads in terms of memory and per-
formance. It is also not easy to assert the correctness of a
checkpoint. On the other hand, microkernel server restarts
have been shown to be a simple and effective technique to
eliminate errors. However, this does not immediately pro-
vide transparent recovery of the OS.

Applications are usually tightly coupled with the OS ser-
vices they use. OS services maintaining state information
related to applications cannot be easily restarted to fix errors
because they would lose the state. Also, although micro-
kernel designs reduce inter-component error propagation,
intra-component error propagation remains an issue. Er-
rors in OS components that maintain state information re-
lated to multiple applications can potentially affect all of
those applications. For example, in Minix3, an error in the
filesystem service can impact all applications accessing the
filesystem.

My thesis introduces CuriOS, a new operating system
that restructures OS state with the goals of minimizing intra-
component error propagation and reducing coupling [7].
This is accomplished by lightweight distribution, isolation
and persistence of application-specific state information
used by OS services. Application-specific state is stored in
application-associated, but application-inaccessible mem-
ory called Server State Regions (SSRs) and servers are only
granted access to this information when servicing a request.
This prevents errors in servers from affecting state related
to all applications. Because SSRs are not associated with
the server, the coupling between applications and servers
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is reduced and servers can be transparently restarted. This
distribution of state is illustrated in figure 1. In a sense, this
creates stateless servers reminiscent of the implementation
of NFS [13]. An important difference is that CuriOS does
not suffer from the credential spoofing security problems in
NFS [10] because SSRs cannot be modified by applications.

CuriOS provides a state management framework that can
be used by OS services to allocate and manage SSRs. SSR
access control is lightweight and is implemented using vir-
tual memory maps (page tables). Many traditional OS ser-
vices can be written to use SSRs for storing application-
related state. The design of the service should take into ac-
count the fact that SSRs are only mapped into its address
space when processing a request. If the service requires a
global view of all application-related state in order to pro-
cess requests, it can maintain a local redundant cached copy
of the distributed SSRs. This would be necessary for ser-
vices like a print spooler which needs to maintain a globally
prioritized list of print jobs.

CuriOS currently supports restartable timer managers,
schedulers, filesystem objects and several device drivers.
Some of these components were written to use SSRs; some
device drivers, like the serial port driver, are completely
stateless and do not require any special support.

2 Error Detection and Recovery

This section describes the various error detection mech-
anisms currently supported by CuriOS and the techniques
used for transparent recovery.

CuriOS is written in C++ and is based on the Choices
object-oriented OS [2]. OS components are implemented
as C++ classes. Isolation between OS components is
implemented using virtual memory mechanisms. When
errors are detected, C++ exceptions are used to signal the
error to recovery routines [6].

Virtual Memory Errors: The virtual memory based
isolation enforced on OS components helps detect errors
that manifest as invalid memory accesses. CuriOS attempts
to recover from such errors by restarting the OS component
and retrying the request to the component. If several
attempts at retrying the request fail, the exception is
dispatched to the previous component in the call chain
which is in turn restarted.

The structure of CuriOS as described in section 1 allows
components to be easily restarted. Local cached state of a
restarted server is re-initialized from the SSRs if necessary.
Register bit-flip and memory abort fault injection experi-
ments into the timer manager and scheduler components
indicate that it is possible to transparently recover from
87-100% of errors by restarting them.

Lockup Errors: CuriOS relies on hardware watch-
dog timers to detect OS lockup errors. Processor resets
caused by watchdog timers are converted to C++ exceptions
and are dispatched to the locked up thread [5]. Request
retries (without server restart) has been investigated as
a possible recovery solution in Choices with about 70%
effectiveness. Server restarts in CuriOS should further im-
prove recoverability by avoiding inconsistencies in critical
data structures. However, this has not been experimentally
verified yet.

Some lockups are due to deadlocks. Checking for cycles
in the wait-for graph is being investigated as a deadlock
detection technique. This is expected to have better error
detection latencies than watchdog timers. Transparent
recovery can be attempted by restarting components to
break cycles in the graph.

Code Corruption Errors: CuriOS uses periodic CRC
checksums to ensure the integrity of executable code.
Code is reloaded into RAM from stable storage if the
checksum test fails. A reactive strategy retries executionof
instructions after reloading them from stable storage if the
processor signals an invalid opcode.

Fault injection experiments to test the effectiveness of
code reloading in critical interrupt handling code show that
89% percentage of faults are detected and corrected by the
periodic CRC checksum routine and the reactive invalid op-
code exception handler [4].

3 Discussion

Standard fault-tolerance techniques for both hardware
and software such as redundancy and majority voting can
be applied to CuriOS to further enhance reliability. Redun-
dancy can be used to protect critical information that cannot
be recovered through restarts, such as the information used



by the state management framework.
If all attempts at recovery through component restarts

fail, it should be possible to reboot the entire operating sys-
tem as a last resort while continuing to preserve existing ap-
plication state. There are several challenges that need to be
overcome in order to accomplish this. A significant amount
of OS state would need to be re-created based on the in-
formation in application SSRs. Dependencies between OS
components needs to be tracked and state re-creation should
proceed through the dependency graph. This is not yet sup-
ported by CuriOS.

There are some limitations in the current implementa-
tion of CuriOS. It does not yet tolerate errors in the C++
exception handling code or in the recovery routines. Also,
this work only addresses the reliability of trusted OS com-
ponents; malicious components can still cause failures or
compromise the security of the system. These issues are the
subject of ongoing research. Partitioning the OS into com-
ponents has an adverse effect on performance. Performance
optimization is yet another ongoing project.

4 Related Work

The isolation of OS components has been explored
in microkernel operating systems such as L4 [11] and
Minix3 [9]. However, these systems are susceptible to intra-
component error propagation and can transparently recover
only if the restarted server is stateless. Unlike CuriOS,
restarts of a stateful service like a timer manager or a filesys-
tem result in a loss of data and failures of dependent appli-
cations.

Several systems have been designed to provide isolation
in commodity operating systems. Nooks [14] only focuses
on hardware device drivers and does not address isolation
of arbitrary OS components. OKE [1] requires special com-
piler support and also cannot be used to isolate critical OS
components. SafeDrive [15] uses type-checking to improve
error detection latencies and can complement the design of
CuriOS.

Chorus [12] provides persistent memory regions to sup-
port hot restarts of components without loss of state.
Minix3 also provides a data store service that can be used in
a similar manner. But this support is not exploited by either
OS and is provided as a service for applications.
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